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If you've been tasked with writing an essay on a class assignment, your project may seem daunting. However, the task does not need a hair-pulling, ragged all night. Think of writing an essay like you're making hamburgers. Imagine the portion of the burger: There's a bun (bread) on top and a bun on the
bottom. You'll find the meat in the middle. The introduction is like the top bun announcing the theme, the supporting paragraphs of beef in the middle, and the conclusion of the bottom bun, which supports everything. The spices would be specific examples and illustrations that could help clarify the most
important points and keep the writing interesting. (Who would eventually eat a hamburger that consists only of bread and beef?) Each part should be present: A wet or missing bun causes your fingers to slide immediately into the beef, without being able to hold and enjoy the burger. But if your burger
didn't have beef in the middle, there'd be two dry breads left. The introductory paragraphs introduce the reader to the subject. For example, you might decide to write an essay entitled, Technology changes our lives. Start the introduction with a hook that captures the reader's attention: Technology takes



over our lives and changes the world. Once you have introduced the topic and draw the reader, the most important part of the introductory paragraph(s) would be your main thought or thetheses. The small gull manual asks for this statement, which presents the main point, identifies the topic. The dissa's
statement reads: Information technology has revolutionised our way of working. But, the theme can be more diverse and cover seemingly mundane topics, such as this opening paragraph in Mary Zeigler's How to Catch River Crabs. Zeigler captures the reader's attention with the first sentence: As a
lifelong crabber (i.e., who catches crabs, not chronic complaining), I can tell anyone with patience and great love of the river is entitled to join the ranks of crabbers. In the final sentences of the introduction, you would have a mini-outline of what the essay covers. Don't use an outline form, but briefly explain
all the key points you want to discuss in narrative form. Extending the hamburger essay theme, the supporting paragraphs would beef up. These include well-researched and logical points that support dis. The topic line for each paragraph can serve as a reference point for the mini draft. A topic sentence,
which is often at the beginning of a paragraph, states or suggests the main thought (or theme) of a paragraph. Bellevue College in Washington State shows how to write four different supporting paragraphs on four different topics: a description of a beautiful day; savings, loans and bank indies; the writer's
father; and the writer's joke-playing cousin. Bellevue explains that supportive paragraphs should provide rich, vibrant or logical and specific supporting details, depending on the topic. The perfect supporting paragraph on the technology theme discussed earlier can rely on current events. On January 20-
21, 2018, he appeared in The Wall Street Journal, titled The Digital Revolution Will Widen the Advertising Industry: The Gap Between the Old Guard and New Tech Hires. The article described in scorching detail how one of the world's largest ad agencies lost a large McDonald's ad account in a relative
upstart because the fast food chain felt the older agency wasn't skilful enough using data to quickly produce online ads and target minute slices of its business. The younger, hipper, agency, by contrast, worked with Facebook Inc. and Alphabet Inc's Google to put together a team of data scientists. You
can use this news to demonstrate how technology – and the need for knowledgeable and usable workers – takes over the world and changes entire industries. Just like a hamburger needs a durable bottom bun containing all the ingredients inside, the essay needs a strong conclusion to support and
formulate your points. You may also think of it as the closing argument a prosecutor can make in a criminal court case. The closing argument for the trial comes as the prosecution tries to corroborate the evidence presented to the jury. Even though the prosecutor probably provided solid and compelling
arguments and evidence during the trial, not just closing arguments that he connects it all. In the same way, you can recreate the main points of the conclusion in reverse order of how they are included in the introduction. Some sources call this an upside-down triangle: The intro was a right-sided triangle,
where you started with a short razor-sharp point — the hook — which then opened slightly to the subject and widened further with its mini-outline. The conclusion, by contrast, is an upside-down triangle, which begins by broadly reviewing the evidence, the points made in supporting paragraphs, and then
narrowing the subject sentence and redephrasing the hook. In this way, I've logically explained the points, recreated the main idea, and left readers with a zinger that will hopefully convince them of their point of view. Bullock, it's Richard. The little seagull manual with exercises. Michal Brody, Francine
Weinberg, Third Edition, W.W. Norton &amp; Company, March 15, 2016/ 10:00 AM EDT When was the last time you ran into a really good hooker? This Stephen King term is a particularly tempting opening sentence for a story or essay-a knock-you-dead front line that forces you to keep reading. The
Great, whom I knew, King says that an effective hooker-phrase offers readers the pleasure of instant gratification (Secret Windows, 2000). The opposite of one can be called chaser-a boredom-you-to-death introduction that leads readers away. At best, you can refer to the chaser Gratification. More often it
gives little more than an excuse to stop reading. Here are 10 examples of such boring or perplexing opening lines- chasers that you can decide to avoid when it comes to your own essays. The examples are italic, and the explanations are bolder. According to my dictionary . . . Avoid leads [or ledes] that
quote Webster-A Jim Belushi from the openings, according to Annie Edison in the community. It doesn't achieve anything, but everyone uses it. When you gave us this task to describe in detail a place you know well, my first thought was to write about my bedroom closet... As a rule, do not open it to
comment on the writing task itself. On a dark and turbulent night, general Oglethorpe's ghost grabbed me at the goolies and pushed me down the steps of the castle... Don't strain too hard to shock or be amazed, especially if you can't maintain this level of excitement. Sometimes you have to stick your
neck out on a limb and stick your nose to the grinding stone. . Avoid clichles and mixed metaphors. In this essay, after the topic of many thoughts, I will write . . . . Skip the announcements. Life is like a box of chocolates, my mom said, quoting Forrest Gump. . Don't be too cute. Your mom has a terrible
opinion about essay writing. . . . Don't be a fighter. Framed fantastically against the expansive cerulean sky was a soaring wedge of gossiping, chattering geese, a glittering cocaine-colored V haloed in the sunlight and dusted off by enduring dreams of down-to-earth warriors. Avoid excessive alliteration,
unnecessary modifiers, and Roget's Thesaurus.Wikipedia says . . . Discuss questionable facts and avoid doubtful sources. It's a sad object for those who walk through this great city or travel the country when they see the streets, roads, and cabin doors, crowded beggars of the female no, followed by
three, four, or six children, all rags and importing each passenger into an alms.* . . No matter what you do, don't ever go to hell. * This is the opening sentence of Jonathan Swift's satirical essay The Modest Proposal. Now it's time to get a more positive one. For examples of fresh and compelling opening
lines, i.e. some really good whores—see these two articles: A personal essay is a short work of autobiographical nonfiction characterized by a sense of intimacy and conversational ways. Also known as a personal statement. A kind of creative nonfiction, a personal essay across the map, according to
Annie Dillard. There's nothing you can't do with it. The object is prohibited, no structure is prescribed. You always have to shape your own form. (A fashion for text, 1998). A personal essay is one of the most common types of writing assignment – and not just freshman composition courses. Many
employers, as well as graduate and professional schools, will ask you to submit a personal essay (sometimes personal before even taking it for an interview. Being able to put together a coherent version of yourself with words is clearly an important skill. What qualities does a personal essay reveal about
you? Here are some: Communication skills How effective are your communication skills? Do you write clearly, concisely, and correctly? Keep in mind that many employers put communication skills at the top of the list of basic qualifications. Critical Thinking SkillsHow fresh and imaginative are you thinking?
Is writing cluttered with clichés, or is it obvious that you have original ideas to contribute? MaturityWhat specific lessons have you learned from experience, and are you ready to apply these lessons to work or the science program? Remember that this is not enough to be able to account for your personal
experience; be prepared to interpret it as well. Self and subject personal essays [W] here in the familiar essay characterized by the everyday subject matter, the personal essay is determined more by the personality of the writer, which takes precedence over the subject. On the other hand, the personal
essayist does not place himself firmly in the center, as does the autobiographical essayist; the autobiographical element of the personal essay is much less calculated ... The essayist PersonaPersonal essayists from Montaigne are already fascinated by the variability and plasticity of the materials of the
human personality. Starting with self-description, they realized that they could never do the full complexity of personality at the same time. So they decided to follow one additive strategy, offering incomplete shards, masks or personalities after another: enthusiastic, skeptical, kind, gentle, curmudgeonly,
antic, gloomy. If you need to remove the mask, it will only replace another mask ... In Antigenre: An Alternative to Academic Prose [T], his more personal essay offers an escape from the confines of academic prose. With the help of this anti-genre form that contemporary essays embodies in several types
of writing, many essayists in search of democracy find freedom to express in their writings spontaneity, self-reflection, accessibility, and rhetoric of sincerity. Teaching the personal essay, Given the opportunity to speak to their own authority as writers, as they turn the conversation, students claim their
stories as primary source material and transform their experiences into evidence... Essay Forms Despite the fact that anthologists wont present essays as models of the body, it is the loose structure or apparent formlessness of the essay that is often emphasized in standard definitions. . . . Samuel
Johnson famously defined the essay as an irregular, digested piece, not a regular and orderly performance.. And, of course, many essayists (Hazlitt and Emerson, for example, after Montaigne fashion) can be easily identified by the wayward or fragmentary nature of the discoveries. Even these writers
observe certain distinctive organizing (or disorganizing) principles of their own, thus mapping the ramble and shaping the form. As Jeanette Harris notes in Expressive Discourse: Even in a personal essay that may seem informal and loosely structured, the writer carefully developed this semblance of
informality (122). Theresa Werner, Personal essay. Encyclopedia of essays, ed. Tracy Chevalier. Fitzroy Dearborn, 1997 E.B. White, Foreword to E.B. White essays. Harper and Row, 1977 Cristina Kirklighter, crossing the democratic boundaries of the essay. SUNY Press, 2002 Nancy Sommers, Among
the Drafts. College Composition and Communication, February 1992 Richard F. Nordquist, Voices of the Modern Essay. The dissertation of the University of Georgia, 1991 1991
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